Jesus said that someone would come to be with His followers when He was gone.

Circle the letter in the correct column, depending on whether the sentence is TRUE or FALSE, then copy the circled letters below.

1. Jesus loved only healthy and wealthy people. FALSE TRUE
   H A
2. Jesus traveled by train to preach. FALSE TRUE
   O C
3. The disciples were worried about being alone without Jesus. FALSE TRUE
   E L
4. Jesus’ disciples were all bankers and priests. FALSE TRUE
   Y G
5. Jesus always stayed in the best motels when traveling. FALSE TRUE
   S I
6. Jesus was the son of a carpenter. FALSE TRUE
   K P
7. The disciples never asked Jesus any questions. FALSE TRUE
   I M
8. Jesus was born in the palace in Rome. FALSE TRUE
   R O
9. Jesus called Himself the Good Shepherd. FALSE TRUE
   Q I
10. Jesus loved children. FALSE TRUE
   S T
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Jesus said,

“... it is the ___ ___ ___ ___, ___ ___ ___ ___
in ___ __, Who is

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26”

Jesus told the disciples that His words were not His own. Whose were they?

Write a word that is the opposite of the one given.

Then move letters to the numbered lines of the story at the bottom.

UP
15 16 23 18

SLOWER
1 2 22 3 14 6

STOP
19 ___

TAKE
12 8 9 27

FROWN
22 13 10 7 5

THICK
3 4 17 11

PLAYING
23 16 25 26 10 28 29

LOW
20 21 12 4

... it is the ___ ___ ___ ___, ___ ___ ___ ___
in ___ __, Who is